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Abstract - Communication schemes exploiting cooperating 
relay nodes can enable significant SNR and diversity order 
enhancements. In this paper, a communicating pair of 
nodes with support from an arbitrary number of relay 
nodes cooperating in parallel is considered, and the 
optimal weighting parameters for coherent combining 
based non-regenerative relaying are derived under 
aggregate relay power constraint. The analysis 
demonstrates that each relay merely requires multiplying 
the received signal with an individual phase and amplitude 
factor and a common amplitude normalization factor. It is 
illustrated that the resulting SNR is substantially enhanced 
compared to direct communication and that SNR improves 
with increasing relay station density. 

I. Introduction 
Cooperation among nodes in a wireless network can 

enhance communication performance, both with respect to 
mean signal to noise ratio (SNR) as well as to diversity 
order. This has been shown in several recent papers, which 
are extensions and modifications of the classical information 
theory relay channel [1]. Cooperation between two 
transmitting nodes sending towards a single receiver has 
been studied in [2]-[3]. The transmitting stations exchange 
their data and transmit their own as well as the other 
station’s data. For this purpose, both repetition and space-
time coding has been considered. A similar topology, but 
with two receivers and without internal cooperation, is 
studied in [4]. Other cooperative schemes assume only one 
transmitter and one receiver, but exploit multiple relays. 
This scenario is of somewhat more practical interest, since 
two adjacent stations will fairly seldom have data to send 
concurrently. This idea is exemplified by the concept in [5], 
and methods presented in [6]-[10]. Large, and perhaps 
unrealistic, amount of bandwidth for orthogonal relay 
channels is required in [5], but it is well suited for MIMO 
communication. The latter, [6]-[10], uses the same channel 
for all relayed signals and opt for various diversity 
techniques. Of particular interest is [9] and [10], by Schein, 
where a two relay node case with coherent combining in a 
real valued channel is considered. Under individual relay 
power constraints, Schein argues for a power setting where 
one relay uses its maximum power and the other with less 
than its constraint, thereby enabling SNR maximization. 
However, the optimal parameter settings and the resulting 
optimal SNR are not derived, nor is a more realistic complex 
channel considered. Coherent combining based cooperative 
transmission has also been considered in [11], but only for 
so-called regenerative relaying and with identical transmit 
powers, i.e. only co-phasing of signals.  

For the area as a whole, both regenerative (decode and 
forward) and non-regenerative relaying (amplify and 
forward) has been considered in forwarding the received 

signal. While regenerative relaying is beneficial in that it 
does not induce any noise per se, it is typically limited to 
shorter distances due to the requirement of decoding before 
relaying. On one hand, fixed relays are of interest as they 
can be positioned to offer good propagation conditions, e.g. 
with line of sight propagation when either the transmitter or 
receiver is located higher than the surrounding environment. 
On the other hand, the concept of mobile relays that may be 
part of the mobile handsets, is also of interest since large 
quantities of proximate relays are available. 
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Fig. 1.  System model 

Multihop packet radio networks MPRNs represent yet 
another architecture that exploits cooperation among relay 
nodes. While MPRNs can offer interesting advantages, such 
as SNR enhancements and diversity gains, due to routing 
“around” obscuring objects and reducing distance for each 
hop, it is noticed that the topology in [5]-[10] with merely 
two hops offers similar benefits but (most likely) at a lower 
complexity. In addition, and in contrast to MPRNs, 
advanced antenna concepts can be/are an integral part of the 
latter concept. Here, the general topology of two-hops and 
parallel relay structure shown Fig. 1., is denoted Cooperative 
Relaying (or Cooperative Relay Network). 

A shortcoming of previous work on cooperative relaying 
is that the analysis has mainly been limited to small 
networks, with only three to four stations altogether. This 
limits the potential SNR and diversity gains that could be 
unravelled if larger number of relays could be exploited. 
Moreover, power allocation has barely been addressed at all, 
although touched upon in [10], and in particular with respect 
to large cooperative networks. Specifically, an aggregate 
power constraint including all relays has not been studied. 

In this paper, a large-scale non-regenerative cooperative 
relay network that uses coherent combining, but under 
realistic complex valued channel conditions is examined. 
The analytical power setting for optimal SNR performance 
under aggregate relay station power constraint is derived. 
The rational for constrained power is that the aggregate relay 
interference and power consumption can be minimized. 

In section II, the system model is introduced. In section 
III, the optimal power and phase parameters are derived. 
Section IV presents some initial performance results and the 
conclusions in section VI summarize the work. 
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II. System Model 
The communication link, between a transmitter (TX) and 

receiver (RX), uses K non-regenerative relays (RS) and is 
modelled as shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter sends a 
complex Gaussian signal x  over a frequency 
flat channels h  towards the k:th relay 
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where complex Gaussian noise (and interference) 

 is added. Each relay receives a noisy 
signal  and forwards it, after phase 
adjustment and power amplification up to power , then 
denoted , over a channel being orthogonal to the 
receiving channel. This may for instance be achieved 
through time duplexing1. The channel between relay node k 
and the receiver has a frequency flat complex channel gain 
denoted . Complex Gaussian noise (and interference) 

 is also added in the receiver when the K 
superimposed relay signals are received. Moreover, the 
aggregate relay power, , is a constant denoted . It 

is further assumed that power and phase parameters are 
tuneable in each relay and that antenna gains are included in 
the channels.  
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III. SNR Optimization 
In the following, it is assumed that each relay normalizes 

the received signal (including noise) to unit power and then 
performs power amplification. To ensure that the aggregate 
relay transmit power is normalized to , an un-normalized 
complex help-variable a  is introduced. Such power 
constraint formulation eases the analysis significantly, in 
contrast to a Lagrange multiplier based approach. This 
results in that each station  transmits with power level  
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Using (1) and the assumption of unit power normalized 
received signal (including noise) power, the SNR at the 
receiver is 
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The numerator in (2) consists of the sum absolute square 
of the K relay nodes contribution where equation (1), the 

normalized useful signals, and the relay to receiver 
attenuations are considered. The denominator contains the 
sum of all k relay stations and incorporates equation (1), the 
normalized relay noise powers, the relay to receiver 
attenuations and the receiver noise. For arbitrary values of 

ka , this is maximized through phase alignment of signals 
according to  

{ } { } { } 1,2,1 argargarg chha kkk +−−= , (3) 
where c  is an arbitrary constant being set to zero. This is 
also the basic condition for coherent combining. With 
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Note that kRX ,Γ  can be interpreted as a “virtual SNR” in the 
sense that it is the SNR if relay station k  would use all 
aggregate relay stations transmit power by itself. It is 
observed that (4) has the form  
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which can be transformed by using kkk cab ,2
22 ⋅=  and in 

turn  yielding  
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Now, the numerator is upper limited by Cauchy-
Schwarz’s inequality  
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For an optimal value of b , equality can be attained and the 
resulting SNR is then  
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This can be more conveniently expressed in SNRs as  
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 Through identification, it is seen that the maximum SNR 
can be attained if and only if 

                                                 
1 Another option is to include the direct TX to RX link, by 
phase alignment. 
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where Const is an arbitrary constant that is set to one for 
convenience. Using the reverse transformation, from b  to 

, gives the relation in SNRs 
k
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Using the obtained results, and with some calculation, one 
can derive that a relay receiving a noisy signal y  should 
send a signal  according to 
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It is observed that the received signal is multiplied with a 
relay specific phase factor, and relay specific amplitude 
factor and normalized with a factor common to all relay 
stations. The main results here are (9), (11) and (12). 

As a special case to the non-regenerative analysis, the 
regenerative case is now briefly addressed. Following the 
same procedure, but setting and 02

, =kRSσ
{ } { } 1,2argarg cha kk +−=  when packets can be decoded, 

optimal power parameters for regenerative relaying can also 
be derived. The parameter  is then  ka

kRXka ,Γ= , (13) 
and the resulting SNR for mixed non-regenerative and 
regenerative relaying is then 
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Both the amplitude gain parameters and the SNR 
contribution for the regenerative case is the same as well-
known coherent combining based transmit diversity [12]. It 
is also noted that regenerative relying fits well in the 
framework of non-regenerative relaying, simply by treating 
it as a special case of the latter. To limit the extent of this 
study, this track is however not pursued any further.  

IV. Protocol Architecture Discussion 
From the above study of optimal transmit parameters, 

valuable insight in protocol design is gained. First, each 
relay k has both an amplitude gain and a phase factor that 
depends on the links for the relay k to the transmitter and the 
receiver. This suggests that an efficient protocol design 
would involve exploitation of channel reciprocity where the 
transmitter as well as the receiver transmits channel 
estimation symbols prior to the data transmission, allowing 
each relay to determine its specific gain and phase factors. In 
order to determine Γ , the parameters P and  
(possibly as a ratio) is made known in the relays, either by a 
priori setting the parameters or informing those by feedback 
from the receiver. The gain factor common to all relays, i.e. 
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e sum of all 2
qa , is simply a scaling factor that can be 

formed through feedback from the receiver. Hence the 
rotocol complexity is fairly low, including only two 
hannel estimation symbols sent to the relays from the 
ansmitter and the receiver as well as some low rate 
edback from the receiver. Following the reasoning above, 

n exemplary protocol for a reciprocal channel is shown in 
ig. 2. Note that coherent combining based cooperative 
laying is not limited to reciprocal channels as such, but the 

rotocol complexity is not as low as in the reciprocal case. 
So far, only phase and amplitude control have been 

onsidered. As signals traverse different distances via different 
lays, time offsets will be introduced. One way to address this 
 to control the signal delay for each relay. However, since this 
 fairly complex it is instead suggested to use a modulation 
heme with a cyclic extension, e.g. OFDM, which is large 

nough to absorb both delay spread and time offset differences. 
 this manner, delay control can be mitigated entirely. 
V. Evaluation 

As a basic indication on the concept operation and 
erformance for the non-regenerative case, a simple distance 
ependent path gain model is considered for a square grid 
lay distribution. The path loss is modelled as 

α−∝ kiki R ,
2

, , where { }2,1∈i , k denotes the relay, α is the 
ropagation exponent, R is a distance, and the antenna gain 
 one. The optimum performance is then achieved, due to 
mmetry reason of (3) and the mesh grid, when TXRS PP = . 
To illustrate the basic operation, Fig. 3-5 show the 

ormalized relay power distribution for a square grid pattern 
enario with 64·64 relays, 3=α , with a direct transmitter 
 receiver SNR RXTX→Γ of 0 dB, -20 dB and -40 dB 
spectively. For the same scenarios as above, Fig. 6-8 
ows the SNR contribution per relay station. The relays are 

laced where the grid lines intersect, whereas the receiver 
nd transmitter are symmetrically located with respect to Y-
irection and on opposing sides at a one-quarter distance 
om their relay grid edges with respect to X-direction, see 
.g. Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, i.e. for the highest SNR case, it is 
oticed that a fairly large number of relays are involved in 
e relaying with similar power levels. Fig. 3, and in 

articular Fig. 6, both shows a bump between the transmitter 
nd receiver, indicating that those relays are fairly active 
ith respect to power and in particular with respect to SNR 

ontribution. If one would select a limited set of relays, one 
ould select the one offering the best SNR contribution, i.e. 
 essence considering relays at the peaks in Fig. 6-8. It is 



Fig. 6.  SNR contribution per relay distribution 
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Fig. 3.  Normalized relay power distribution 
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Fig. 4.  Normalized relay power distribution 
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Fig. 7.  SNR contribution per relay distribution 
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also observed that the relays closest to the receiver are less 
active because their contribution to the overall directivity 
gain is smaller than that of the (larger number of) relays that 
are concentrically placed further away from the receiver. 
Yet, at some distance, the path loss in conjunction with the 

aggregate power constraint deprives the benefit of directivity 
gain and the relays become less active. In Fig. 5 and 8, the 
SNR is reduced by 40 dB and, as a result, the spatial 
distribution of power among the relays changes drastically. 
In contrast to the case in Fig. 3 and 6, the relays that are 

 
Fig. 5.  Normalized relay power distribution 
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Fig. 8.  SNR contribution per relay distribution 
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concentrated around both the transmitter and the receiver are 
the most active now, due to the limited power budget. Fig. 4 
and 7 illustrate a scenario with a direct SNR of –20 dB, and 
hence represents the transient state between the two SNR 
cases discussed. An important insight from Fig. 3-8 is that 
this vividly illustrates that there exists locations where a set 
of antennas (i.e. relays here) can be better exploited than 
positioning those at a basestation (as traditional done for 
some advanced antenna solutions) or at the receiver. Also, in 
contrast to much previous research on cooperative relaying 
schemes, it is made evident that it is not necessarily a matter 
of always selecting the closest relays, but rather has to be 
investigated. Also note that other parameters change the 
shape of the power distribution in Fig. 3-8, and in particular 
channel aspect including fading will have a great impact on 
the spatial distribution of power and SNR. 

 To give a basic performance indication, a contour plot is 
given in Fig. 9 with 3=α . It shows Γ versus the direct 

transmitter to receiver SNR Γ , i.e. without relays, on 
the X-axis and the number of intermediate (odd) grid rows 
of relays between the transmitter-receiver on the Y-axis. To 
avoid edge effects by the grid, the grid size has been made 
much larger than the transmitter - receiver distance. As an 
example, consider a transmitter to receiver SNR of 0 dB, and 
a relay density corresponding to about eight intermediately 
placed grid rows, the resulting effective SNR is then 20 dB.  

(max)
Eff

RXTX→

Overall, it is noted that very large SNR improvements can 
be achieved, even in the lower relay density regions, which 
in turn may be used for range extension or data rate 
enhancement. The later is either achieved through higher 
order modulation or bandwidth expansion. 

The result presented in Fig. 9. can also be compared 
against a trivial case with a single relay station located just 
in between the transmitter and the receiver. The 
corresponding effective SNR for this scenario can be 
determined from (9) and is 
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where the power is equally distributed over the transmitter 
and relay station. For instance, when Γ  and α−

→ >> 2RXTX

3=α , is only 3dB greater than Γ , i.e. 
considerable smaller than if large number of relays are used 
as shown in Fig. 9. This illustrates that exploitation of large 
number of relays drastically enhance the effective SNR. It is 
also interesting to note that with coherent combining based 
non-regenerative relaying, it is possible for the receiver to 
decode a signal, although the relays themselves may be 
unable to decode the signal. 

relay) (Single
EffΓ RXTX→

Although this initial performance evaluation is promising 
in itself, for more conclusive results other but more realistic 
assumptions must be considered. In particular, channel 
modelling (e.g. fading) and relay positions (e.g. random) 
must be examined in greater details. Then, both beneficial 
macro and micro diversity effects are expected as the 
optimal power allocation inherently mitigates poor channels. 
It is also noted that the fixed aggregate relay power 
assumption used here is somewhat pessimistic. A more 

optimistic assumption would therefore be that ∝RSP relay 
density, which implies that the performance could be 
boosted even further than shown in Fig. 9. 
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In addition to the presented scheme, several extensions are 
anticipated. Among those, the direct link between the 
transmitter and receiver can straightforwardly be included in 
the analysis if desired. There are two options, the direct link 
is sent in an orthogonal channel relative to the relay to 
receiver link, or they use the same channel and they are all 
phase aligned. Studies are currently also ongoing on e.g. 
relay selection criteria’s, protocols and power control.  

VI. Conclusions 
In this paper, a large-scale cooperative relaying scheme 

based on coherent combining has been proposed. Optimal 
amplitude parameters are derived under aggregate relay 
power constraint. The amplitude parameter contains a relay 
specific complex amplitude term and joint normalization 
factor. It is shown that significant SNR gains can be 
achieved, here illustrated in a simple relay mesh grid pattern, 
but the performance depends largely on acceptable level of 
the relay density. An interesting observation is that the 
spatial distribution of the most power active and SNR 
contributing relays depends on the direct transmitter to 
receiver SNR, and simply selecting the closest relays at the 
receiver or transmitter side is generally suboptimum. 
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